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ECONOMY, ENERGY AND FAIR WORK COMMITTEE  

SCOTLAND’S CONSTRUCTION SECTOR INQUIRY   

SUBMISSION FROM: Len Bunton 

My name is Len Bunton, I am a Fellow of the Royal Institution of Chartered 
Surveyors and a Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators, and I am an 
Honorary Fellow of the Royal Incorporation of Architects in Scotland. 

I currently practice as a Dispute Resolution Consultant specializing in dealing with 
cash flow and payment issues in the Construction Industry in Scotland. Most of my 
professional work is in acting as an Adjudicator on construction disputes, relating to 
non-payment, and in the past 20 years I have acted as an Adjudicator on more than 
450 occasions. 

I consider that I am well-placed to comment on what I see as an increasing level of 
disputes in this country concerning non-payment of sums due to either contractors, 
or subcontractors, on construction projects. Most of these disputes relate to SME’s. 

At present I can safely say to the Committee that the issues I am dealing with are the 
worst I have experienced in 20 years. Not only is there an increasing level of 
Adjudication Appointments but the value of monies in dispute has increased 
significantly. As an example, to the Committee, I am currently dealing with payment 
issues to the extent of about £12 million spread over four current Adjudications.  

There are about 15 Construction Adjudicators in Scotland, and in discussion with all 
of them my experiences are not unique, and all of us are seeing a very worrying 
increase in payment problems. 

The Committee will be aware of the number of insolvencies amongst construction 
companies throughout the United Kingdom and recently the demise of some very 
well established and reputable contractors who were operating in Scotland, and 
these failures are all directly related to cash flow and payment problems. Insolvency 
creates a domino effect on the supply chain. 

The Committee way may well ask me what is causing these common problems and 
there are a number of answers to that. 

 I am fully aware that the Scottish Government is working with the Construction 
Industry Leadership Group to consider the problems associated with the 
procurement of construction projects and that is a very important, but in my view a 
long-term, process that will undoubtedly help in the future, but will not address the 
current issues. 

Equally, the recent action by the Scottish Government to reduce the threshold on 
Project Bank Accounts is commendable and will have a significant impact on cash 
flow, but I still consider that even at £2 million the threshold is too high, and 
consideration must be given to a further reduction within the next 12 months. 
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It is also very important that the Scottish Government takes rapid action to eliminate 
retentions on construction projects. The whole industry wishes to see retentions 
eliminated. 

I would like to suggest to the Committee that the following actions are required as a 
matter of urgency: 

1 The Scottish Government needs to establish that all public sector procurers are 
paying the supply chain within a maximum period of 30 days from the date that a 
contractor makes an application for payment. Anecdotally, and in my own 
experience, this is a major problem and at present there is insufficient statistical 
information to establish across the board how long it takes before payment is being 
made. What is needed urgently is the collation of information on actual periods. 

The Scottish Government also needs to ensure that moving forward these processes 
are being monitored and effective action is taken against any defaulting authority and 
at the moment there is no policing of this process. 

2 The SECG Group has recently completed a survey of member companies that has 
demonstrated the periods of time that it is taking contractors to pay their supply 
chain, and this does not make pleasant reading with in some cases payment taking 
between 60 to 90 days from the date that a subcontractor makes an application for 
payment. Again, the Scottish Government needs to ensure that all contractors are 
paying their supply chain within a 30-day period. In my role as an Adjudicator I see a 
constant abuse of this process. 

3 The Scottish Government needs to ensure that public sector procurers do not 
amend the payment provisions in the Standard Building Contracts that are operated 
in Scotland. Again, I see a constant abuse of this process and the same applies to 
contractors who amend conditions of contract and insert onerous and unfair payment 
provisions.  

The Scottish Government needs to consider sanctions against contractors who 
operate unfair practices. For example, it has been suggested that failure to pay on 
time, and the inclusion of onerous payment provisions, should result in construction 
organizations being barred from tendering for public sector contracts.  

4 In my opinion, the Scottish Government needs to work closely with the construction 
organizations like SELECT SEC Group and Scottish Building to develop training 
programmes to ensure that member companies increase the efficiency of the 
commercial management of their businesses. SEC Group has recently run a series 
of seminars for member companies in Scotland aimed at improving commercial 
management and introducing processes into the businesses that protect the financial 
interests of the business. However, my opinion is that this must be led by 
construction organizations and all that the Scottish Government can do is to 
encourage the development educational programmes like this throughout the 
construction industry. 

5 The process of Adjudication, which hopefully the Committee will be aware of, is 
used to resolve construction disputes. However, in my opinion that process is failing 
for the following reasons - Adjudicators are constantly subjected to the jurisdictional 
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challenges raised by the defendant party simply to disrupt the Adjudication process 
and to bring matters to a halt. 

 Nowadays, even if a party is successful in the Adjudication inevitably the paying 
party will simply not make any payment, resulting in the winning party having to 
revert to a court action to enforce an Adjudicators Decision. Putting it bluntly, to the 
Committee, this is simply a ruse by the losing party to avoid payment hoping to 
negotiate a better deal, or even to hope that the subcontractor will enter into 
Administration. 

7 A very worrying trend at the present moment is that even after subcontractors have 
been made a payment by a contractor at a later date the contractor will endeavor to 
reduce amounts previously paid and to seek repayments from their supply chain.  

I have experienced this process on at least 15 occasions recently, where the 
contractor has sought to recover amounts of up to a £500,000 from a supply chain 
subcontractor. Frankly I consider this to be despicable. 

8 In my opinion an important factor in removing shoddy and bad practice from the 
industry will be to see the appointment of a Construction Regulator who will be in a 
position to deal with problem issues and to investigate these and to find a solution. 

I would like to close by making a very important recommendation to the Committee, 
and this relates to the introduction of Conflict Avoidance Processes [CAP] in 
construction and engineering projects.  

This process is currently being promoted by RICS Scotland following recent 
experiences with Transport for London [TfL]. The process involves the early 
intervention by an experienced construction professional into contracts with the 
parties where they consider that there is a potential dispute on the horizon. 

The CAP will meet with the parties to gain an understanding of what the issues are, 
and make a recommendation to forge a resolution. It can be demonstrated that this 
process has worked very effectively, and in my opinion, there is an urgent need to 
introduce this CAP process into public sector procurement in Scotland. 

I am currently involved in a Working Party which has been set up by RICS Scotland 
to promote CAP, and presentations have been made to the Scottish Government 
and to various other organisations with a view to encouraging them to promote this 
process.  

The reaction to date has been excellent and construction and subcontracting 
organisations are very keen to see this process adopted during 2019. RICS Scotland 
is currently engaging with SFT, Local Authorities, University’s and Health Boards to 
promote this process. 

The Committee may require further information, and I am sure RICS Scotland would 
be happy to input into the work of the Committee. 

In conclusion, in my opinion, the introduction of Project Bank Accounts  and the 
introduction of Conflict Avoidance Processes, will go a very long way to resolve 
some of the serious issues that I have outlined in this short paper and I hope the 
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Committee will consider this as part of the Consultation and I will be very happy to 
provide evidence to the Committee if required to do so. 


